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Years in a Row
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Tournaments
Won
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Top Speaker
Awards

Yale Continues Reign as Top School on APDA
After a season that
saw a hard fought race for
APDA’s Club of the Year title,
Yale runs to finals at the
United States Universities
Debating Championships,
begets a fantastic performance at the World Championships, and finishes another
successful year at the top of
the list of the best debate
teams in the country.
In addition to its internationally recognized success, the YDA
continued its run of unprecedented domestic dominance. Breaking its own record for total points, Yale won APDA’s
coveted COTY award of the 2014-2015
season, for the seventh year running, accumulating 66 more points than the second ranked school, Brandeis.
As part of a record breaking year,
not only did Yale win its seventh consecutive COTY award from the American Parliamentary Debate Association (“APDA”),
it is continuing the 2016 season as first
place with 433 points, more than 160
points higher than the current second
place, with Brown University holding 286
points.

Individual members of the YDA
were also greatly successful throughout
the year. Yale LZ, consisting of Diana Li
and Henry Zhang, were APDA’s Team of
the Year (“TOTY”), winning back the
award with 88 points. Additionally, most
of the best speakers at the 2015 National
championships were from Yale. The 2016
North American Championships also saw
Edwin Zhang and Tony Nguyen become
finalists.
Unsurprisingly, the YDA continues to prove itself as the best team in the
United States this year, and the ranking
also reflects an excellent class of new novices and the dedication and involvement
of the YDA's members to every aspect of
the team.

Another Impressive Performance at
APDA National Championships

10
Debaters
Qualified for
Nationals

4

APDA Nationals
Semi-Finalists

Yale saw unrivaled success at the
2015 APDA National Championships that
took place at The College of New Jersey.
Yale set a record for total qualifications to
compete this year, with 10 debaters fully
qualifying over the course of the season,
and 13 partially qualified debaters, totaling a number of 23. This number constitutes a new APDA record, bettering Yale’s
own mark of 22, set last season.
At the tournament, Evan Lynyak
and Megan Wilson were 5th place varsity
team, Diana Li and Henry Zhang were
6th, Allison Douglis and Reed Berry were
10th, Tony Nguyen and Edwin Zhang
were 15th. Evan Lynyak also had the distinction of winning the coveted award for
the Top Speaker at the tournament, while
Diana Li was ranked as the 2nd speaker.
Allison Douglas was 5th varsity speaker,
and Megan Wilson was 10th varsity
speaker.
The YDA also had a total of four
teams breaking at the APDA National
Championships, constituting a quarter of
the break for the championships, which
was more than any other school. Evan

4

Top 10 Speakers
at Nationals

Lynyak and Megan Wilson also broke as
the top seed of the tournament, and Evan
Lynyak became the first-ever sophomore
to win Top Speaker at the tournament.
Among those Yale debaters who
qualified for Nationals were two novices,
Justin Katz and Kyle Hietala.

Yale Once Again Dominates Throughout
APDA’s Season
Throughout the year the YDA
competes at more than 40 tournaments,
across the country and the world. Domestically, the vast majority of these tournaments are in the format of American Parliamentary debate, sanctioned by the
American Parliamentary Debate Association. Throughout the year the YDA and its
members compete at tournaments every
weekend in an effort to qualify for Nationals and earn points towards APDA’s
prestigious year end awards: Club of the
Year, Team of the Year, Speaker of the
Year (“SOTY”) and Novice of the Year
(“NOTY”).

lowed Diana and Henry to successfully
outperform any other team for the season.
For the 2015-2016 season, Evan
Lynyak and Megan Wilson are also

Team of the
Year Ranking

13

As mentioned in the introduction,
due to the depth and talent of the YDA,
the COTY ‘race’ was won for the 7th consecutive time. Through the outstanding
performances of every one of our members the YDA accumulated more COTY
points than any other school, and is continuing to do so in the 2015-2016 season.
Individual teams also performed
admirably. In an incredibly close TOTY
race, Diana Li and Henry Zhang accumulated more points than any other team in
previous Yale history. They managed to
surpass the second ranked team, by capping off the Princeton tournament, the
last tournament (and one of the largest)
of the year, with a fantastic win. This al-
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Final Round Appearances
fighting hard for the coveted TOTY
award, and are currently 2nd ranked
team of the year, surpassed only by a few
points by a team from George Washington.
APDA also recognizes the performance of individual speakers. The YDA
varsity members won a total of 48 speaker awards during a single season, further
exemplifying the dedication of the members in the team. Our novices also performed admirably, winning top novice
speaker awards at multiple tournaments
throughout the year and also winning 7
novice finals. On top of all of this, our
novices also saw significant success in
varsity competition, with two novicevarsity partnerships reaching finals.

2x

More Points
than 2nd Place

Success at the North American
Debating Championships

4

Teams
Advancing to
Elimination
Rounds

1

Novice team in
the main break

The North American Championships
(“NorthAms”) - held this year at Queen's
University - is a unique debate tournament that brings together schools from
Canada and the USA in a hybrid of Canadian and APDA styles. Yale has traditionally been very dominant at NorthAms,
most recently winning the title in the
years 2009 and 2011. Despite not winning outright, even this year the YDA outperformed all other schools at the tournament, breaking a total of 4 teams in the
main break, nearly half the number of
total American teams in the break.
Edwin Zhang and Tony Nguyen advanced the furthest of Yale’s teams, making it to the finals. Evan Lynyak and Henry Zhang made it to the semifinals, while
Justin Katz and Christopher Taylor made
octofinals.
The tournament also saw great success
for Yale's novice teams, with Michael
Mao and Sophia Park breaking and mak
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Teams in main
and novice finals

ing it to the octofinals of the main break,
with Michael receiving the 2nd best novice award, and Xavier Sottile and Ethan
Sciamma making it to the novice finals,
with Xavier receiving 8th best novice.

YDA Performs Admirably at the World
Championships
The World Universities Debating Championships (colloquially called “Worlds”) is
the most competitive and prestigious university debating tournament in the world.
Historically, the YDA has always done
well - Yale was the first American School

to win Worlds in 1990, and in 2006 was
the first American school to have a team
in the finals of the competition in its
modern format. In addition to
this, Yale debaters and alumni
regularly feature in the elimination rounds of the championship.
This year, 9 members of the
YDA travelled to Thessaloniki,
Greece to compete in the latest
edition of the competition —
one of the largest delegations at
the tournament. After nine grueling preliminary rounds, Yale
successfully put two of its three
teams through to the elimination rounds. Edwin Zhang and
Evan Lynyak broke 5th, and
Tony Nguyen and Henry Zhang
broke 10th. This is the first

time since 1993 (when worlds results
started being recorded) that Yale has broken two teams in the top ten. This also
makes Yale the first and second breaking
North American team at this year's
Worlds.

In the octofinals round
about nationalizing all
systemically important
financial institutions, such
as banks and insurance
companies, Edwin and
Evan unfortunately did
not advance further. However, Tony and Henry advanced to the quarterfinal
round before narrowly
losing on a topic about the
establishment of a Black
secessionary state within
the territory of the United States. In addition, Evan Lynyak received the 7th place
speaker award, which makes her the top
ranked female debater at Worlds.
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Teams in
Worlds OctoFinals

4708
Miles to Thessaloniki

6

Years Breaking
Multiple Teams
at Worlds

What We’ve Been Debating

1

Ranking at BP
Nationals

On the YDA we debate primarily in two formats:
 American Parliamentary
 British Parliamentary
In American Parliamentary debate, the government (or affirmative) team
proposes a topic of their choosing — usually a case they have written in advance. The
opposition (or negating) team has only the 7 minutes of the first government speaker’s
speech to think of their counterargument.
For example, in the quarter-finals of the 2015 Harvard tournament, the government team Yale LW (Evan Lynyak and Megan Wilson) posed the question of
whether or not we should prefer a feminist movement within which advocacy groups
that promote cis women’s issues are separate from advocacy groups that promote
trans women’s issues. The government team, Yale LW, won the debate.
A video of that debate can be found at the following address:
http://videos.apdaweb.org/?p=1383
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Top Speaker at
APDA Nationals

48
Top Speaker
Awards

In British Parliamentary debate, there are 4 teams (2 on each side), all of
whom are given the topic 15 minutes before the start of the debate. The team that wins
has to not only beat the teams arguing the other side, but also provide more compelling material than the other team on their own side.
The 2015 finals of the United States Universities Debating Championship saw
Yale face off against teams from Harvard, Morehouse, and Brown Universities. The
teams were faced with the motion “This house would, as the US Government, grant
amnesty to all undocumented immigrants living in the United States on the sole condition that they have not been convicted of a violent criminal offense.” Yale NZ (Tony
Nguyen and Edwin Zhang) were in the position of closing opposition. They decisively
beat the other three teams in the round, coming out as champions atop over 130 teams
at the tournament and capping Yale’s 4th consecutive year of appearing in the finals of
the tournament with a national title.
A video of this debate can be found at the following address:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkpBLFrfqvs

Yale Enthusiastically Forays into BP
The Yale Debate Association
prides itself over not only being the best
debate team in America, but
one of the best in the world.
Yale’s excellent performance at
Worlds does not tell the full story of our consistently excellent
performance in the international sphere.
At the fourth annual
Brandeis IV, Yale saw the team
of Tony Nguyen and Henry
Zhang make the semi-finals
along with the team of Edwin
Zhang and Evan Lynyak reaching the finals. Henry Zhang was the 7th
best speaker of the tournament, while
Evan Lynyak was 10th best speaker. Our
novices also performed brilliantly, with
the team of Michael Mao and Xavier Sottile reaching the novice finals, with Michael Mao as the 5th best novice speaker,
John Daniswara as 8th best novice speaker, and Sophia Park as 9th best novice
speaker.
Yale had more notable achievements throughout other tournaments
during the season. At Harthouse in Canada, Yale performed admirably with Tony
Nguyen and Henry Zhang reaching the
finals, whilst a Yale and Stanford hybrid
team consisting of YDA member Sam
Feinburg reached the semi-finals. Tony
Nguyen was awarded the 10th best speaker. At the HWS tournament, Tony Nguyen and Henry Zhang once again reached
the finals, with Tony Nguyen receiving
the 4th best speaker award and Henry
Zhang receiving the 6th best speaker
award. Adil Hakeem and Shirley Kuang
also performed admirably, reaching the
semi-finals.
The final BP competition of the
2014-2015 season, the United States Na-

tional BP Championships (“USU”), took
place in Alaska. 8 Yale debaters made the

1
Rank of Yale’s
Top Speaker at
BP Nationals

long trip to the West Coast to compete at
the tournament. All Yale teams made it
through the preliminary rounds and
coasted through to the break. The teams
comprising Nikki Hwang and Christopher
Taylor, and Shirley Kuang and Adil Hakeem made it to octofinals, while Allison
Douglis and Nathaniel Rubin were semifinalists at the competition. In addition to
this, Tony Nguyen and Edwin Zhang successfully brought the trophy home, winning the tournament outright.
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Years in a Row
in USU Finals

2
Yale Teams
Selected for 16
Slots at HWS

The Yale High School Tournament

1500+
Competitors at
the Yale HST

The Yale Debate Association hosted its 19th annual High School Invitational last September. With competition
in over a dozen speech and debate events
ranging from humorous interpretation to
policy debate, the tournament takes place
as part of the National Forensic League
(“NFL”) for high school students. Over
1,500 high school students from over one
hundred schools came from around the
country to compete at Yale. Since its inception, the tournament has become one
of the most prestigious high school com-

petitions in the country, and is certainly
the most respected student-run tournament nationwide.
All of this was only possible with
the hard work of Tournament Directors
Philip Groenwegen and Michelle Kelrikh,
along with assistants Miles Saffran, Justin Katz, Jim Huang, Adela Lilollari and
Kyle Hietala. Lauren Blonde served as
the board’s tournaments coordinator.
The countless hours of work they put in
ensured that a tournament of this scale
could run smoothly and without hiccup.

The Osterweis Tournament

100+
Competitors at
Osterweis

Yale’s annual Osterweis charity
tournament - held every April in honor of
the YDA’s former coach, Rollin G. Osterweis - was attended by more than 100
high school students from across the
state. The Osterweis Tournament has become a prominent event for the Connecticut high school debate circuit, and is
now the de-facto state championship due
to its large size and its falling at the end
of the debate season.
The 2015 tournament, as in previous years, not only included debaters

from Connecticut at large, but also many
from the New Haven community. Teams
coached by YDA members as a part of the
New Haven Urban Debate League participate extensively. Thanks to the work of
tournament director Alexander Jacobson
and Emma Sapat, and assistant directors
Annie Kors and Walker Mayer, members
of the YDA were able to share their
knowledge and experience of debate with
more than 100 high school students at no
cost to them or their schools.

The Yale IV

40
Universities
Competing at
the Yale IV

As the largest so far, the sixth Yale
Inter-Varsity tournament was an unprecedented success, attracting more than
300 students from more than 40 universities, with Stanford emerging victorious
in an engaging final.
The Yale IV is one of the most
prestigious British Parliamentary competitions in the world, and the largest and
most competitive in North America. Held
in the same style as the World Championship, it provides an opportunity for
many American and Canadian schools to

practice the unfamiliar style needed to
competed with the rest of the world,
without the cost of traveling overseas.
The 2015 Inter-Varsity was overseen by tournament directors Megan
Wilson and Delaney Herndon, along with
assistants Marina Tan and Christopher
Taylor. YDA alumni served on the adjudication core for the event, as well as 2014
Worlds Semifinalist Sam Ward– Packard.

Yale Proams
The Yale Debate Association hosted its second annual APDA ProAm tournament last February, with teams from
across the country in attendance. Designed as an opportunity to help contribute to the development of debaters on
APDA, the ProAm tournament featured
some of the best adjudication on the circuit, and gave young debaters an excellent chance both to learn from their older
partners, as well as to practice debating
motions as are featured at the North
American Championships. The tourna-

ment featured motions spanning topics
as diverse as American party politics, abstract philosophy, and the ethics of military service.
The tournament ran very smoothly, thanks to the hard work of tournament director Shirley Kuang and Adil
Hakeem, as well as assistant tournament
directors Charlotte Lawrence and Victorio Cabrera. This year’s directors, Charlotte Lawrence and Marina Tan, have also been working hard to ensure that the
tournament is once again a success.

100+
Competitors at
Yale Proams

The Adams Cup
The Adams Cup is the final tournament run by the Yale Debate Association, and is an intramural debate tournament that seeks to promote competitive,
lively, and thoughtful debate among Yale
students, and foster collaboration between the undergraduate organizations
dedicated to student debating.
The tradition began in 1946,
where the ten residential colleges of Yale
organized themselves into an umbrella
organization, the Inter-College Debate

League. Two years later, the Adams Cup
was established as a salute to John "Jack"
Chester Adams, outgoing coach of the
Yale Debate Association who was retiring
after 34 years of service.
The spirit and values of the Adams Cup - camaraderie in critical thinking, analytical discourse, and informed
discussion - highlight some of the best
aspects of Yale's community and liberal
arts tradition. The 2015 Adam’s Cup was
run by tournament director Zach Young,
with assistant directors Sam Feinburg
and Holly Geffs.
Past judges have
included Professors
Charles Hill and
Shelly Kagan, along
with two-time North
American top speaker Kate Falkenstine
and YDA president
Robert Colonel.

50+
Competitors at
the Adam’s Cup

22
Tournament
and Assistant
Directors

The Yale Debate Association Class of 2019

3

Top Novice
Team Awards

Abhi Sharma
Morse College
Hometown: Overland Park, KS
Major: Undecided
High School Debate: Policy, World Schools
Interests: Music, Tech, Writing, and Sports
Michael Bogaty
Silliman College
Hometown: Scarsdale, New York
Major: Applied Mathematics
High School Debate: Lincoln-Douglas
Interests: Chess, Politics Food

Charles Vojta
Pierson College
Hometown: Edina, MN
Major: Undecided
High School Debate: None
Interests:: Rugby, Hockey, Cooking, Running
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Top Novice
Speaker Awards

18
Total Novice
Team Awards

Xavier Sottile
Silliman College
Hometown: Woodbridge, CT
Major: History
High School Debate: Parliamentary
Interests: playwriting, reading, HBO’s hit series Game of
Thrones
Luke Newell
Davenport College
Hometown: Chicago, IL
Major: Physics and Philosophy
High School Debate: Policy
Interests: reading fiction, movies, video games
John Amadeo Daniswara
Morse College
Hometown: Jakarta, Indonesia
Major: Computer Science and Economics
High School Debate: World Schools
Interests:: Web development, economic policy, tech, movies
Jane Irons
Ezra Stiles College
Hometown: Los Angeles
Major: Philosophy
High School Debate: World Schools, LD
Interests:: Writing, rap lyrics, psychopharmacology
So-Hyeon Park
Silliman College
Hometown: Busan, Korea
Major: Undecided
High School Debate: Asian Parliamentary
Interests:: Travel, literature, Sesame Street

Michael Mao
Pierson College
Hometown: Melbourne, Australia
Major: Economics
High School Debate: Australia-Asia Debate
Interests: Music, Travel, Suits (TV show)

Ethan Sciamma
Davenport College
Hometown: Paris, France
Major: Mathematics
High School Debate: British Parliamentary
Interests: Judo
Olivia Scharfman
Pierson College
Hometown: Old Greenwich, CT
Major: Electrical Engineering
High School Debate: : Extemporaneous
Interests: space, travel, space=travel

Daniel Ernst
Timothy Dwight College
Hometown: New York
Major: Computer Science
High School Debate: Public Forum
Interests: Aviation, Programming, Music

47

Total Novice
Speaker Awards

Zainab Hamid
Timothy Dwight College
Hometown: Karachi, Pakistan
Major: Undecided
High School Debate: World Schools
Interests: Writing, travel, volunteering
Adam Saul Krok
Saybrook College
Hometown: Johannesburg, South Africa
Major: Undecided
High School Debate: World Schools
Interests: IR, Economics, Shakespeare, Soccer

Billy Roberts
Pierson College
Hometown: Williamsburg, VA
Major: Undecided
High School Debate: none
Interests: Soccer, law, books
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Novices
Qualified for
Nationals

Allie Miller
Saybrook College
Hometown: Menlo Park, CA
Major: Undecided
High School Debate: none
Interests: reading, human rights, tennis

Laura Plata
Berkeley College
Hometown: Palatine, IL
Major: Undecided
High School Debate: Lincoln Douglas
Interests: watercolor painting, poetry, photography
Charles Kenney
Berkeley College
Hometown: US
Major: Undecided
High School Debate: None
Interests: Board games, mathematics, philosophy

Mojique Tyler
Ezra Stiles College
Hometown: New York
Major: Undecided
High School Debate: Policy
Interests: Dostoyevsky
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Of the Country’s
Top 30 Novices

The 2016 Executive Board

3

New Board
Members
(2 Returning)

26

Collective Years
of Debate
Experience

President: Henry Zhang. Henry is a junior in Ezra Stiles College from Los Angeles,
CA, majoring in Ethics, Politics, and Economics. He has been involved with debate
since middle school, competing primarily in Lincoln-Douglas debate. Before serving as
president, he was the team’s membership director and the judging director for the Yale
Invitational. Out side of debate, he enjoys playing soccer, programming, eating, and
beatboxing.

Director of Membership: Evan Lynyak. Evan is a junior in Morse College majoring in History. Originally from Los Angeles, she misses the California winters a great
deal. She did not do much debate in high school, but is making up lost time in both the
American and British Parliamentary styles in college. Before serving on board, Evan
was one of the two assistant tournament directors for the Yale IV. Outside of debate,
Evan enjoys watching basketball, cooking, and looking at pictures of fat animals
(bulldogs, walruses, etc.).
Director of Tournaments: Adela Lilollari. Adela is a sophomore in Davenport
College from St.Petersburg, Florida majoring in Ethics, Politics, and Economics. Before serving as the tournament coordinator, Adela was the Director of Hospitality for
the Yale Invitational High School Tournament. Apart from debate, Adela likes to read
and binge watch the Bachelor(ette).

25

Collective Final
Rounds Made

Director of Development: Justin Katz. Justin Katz is a sophomore in Ezra Stiles
College planning to major in either Ethics, Politics, and Economics or Economics and
Math. Originally from Durham, NC, he competed in Public Forum debate in high
school. Before serving as Development Director, Justin was the Judges Director for the
Yale Invitational. When he's not debating, he likes reading Russian literature, hiking,
and shopping at Uniqlo.
Treasurer: Shirley Kuang. Shirley is a junior in Timothy Dwight College double
majoring in Political Science and East Asian Studies. Originally from Long Island, New
York, she attended Syosset High School, where she competed in Public Forum debate.
Before serving as treasurer, she co-directed the 2015 Yale ProAms Tournament, assistant-directed the 2014 Adams Cup Tournament, and served as webmaster. Beyond debate, she loves to travel, is an aspiring photographer, and sometimes tries to dabble in
film.

YDA Coaching and Outreach
The Yale Debate Association has a
tradition of coaching New Haven
school students in debate. Members
of the team coach at schools affiliated
with the Urban Debate League on a
weekly basis, helping both with specific events and general debating
skills. The team also has a relationship with Choate Rosemary Hall, with
team-members coaching Choate pupils once a week. Recently, members of the Yale Debate Association have begun to
serve by invitation as Executive Board Members of the National High School Debate
League of China.
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Organizations
We Help Coach

Our Coaches
Allison Douglis
Allison Douglis is the head coach of the Yale Debate Association
for both BP and APDA. She is currently studying Law at Yale
Law School. She graduated from Yale College in 2015; during
her time on the team, she served as the membership director of
the YDA in 2014.

21

Championship
Titles Won by
Our Coaches

Eric Brooks
Eric Brooks graduated Yale in 2014. He is currently working as
an analyst with Bracebridge, a hedge fund in Boston. During his
time on the team, he broke in over 40 tournaments and won over
20 speaker awards.

Russell Leibowitz
Russell Leibowitz graduated from Brandeis in 2014. During his
APDA debating career, he placed first in over 10 tournaments and
broke in over 50 tournaments. He currently works as a campaign
manager at Calone for Congress.

Nita Rao
Nita Rao is a former Monash debater and winner of the World University Debating Championships (WUDC). She is the British Parliamentary coach of the Yale Debate Association.

40+
Collective Final
Rounds Between Our
Coaches

The Social Side of the YDA

30+
Yearly Social
Gatherings

8

Countries from
which YDA
Members Come

10

Different Majors
Among the YDA

Apart from being a competitively successful
team, the YDA is a tight-knit group of friends.
While team members spend time together at tournaments, the team hosts many social functions
throughout the year at Yale - ranging from the annual Christmas party to toasting at Mory's. More
informally, members of the YDA attend team dinners, play basketball together, and cook a huge variety of delicious food. The team maintains the tradition of holding ‘office hours’ every Thursday night
to discuss case ideas and catch up. The year culminates with our Senior Banquet at a local restaurant,
at which each YDA senior gives a farewell speech.
Many members of the team go on to share
workplaces, graduate schools and even live together after college. For a substantial portion of the
YDA, the team consists of our strongest and most lasting friendships, and going to
tournaments every weekend is just as much a way to spend time with each other as it
is a chance to compete at the highest level.

Away from the Podium
While the YDA is made up of fantastic debaters, we all
like to believe that debate skills come in handy in more than
just debate. As such, our members take part in all sorts of
activities in addition to maintaining a deep commitment to
debate. At Yale, we do everything from baking cupcakes for
charity to writing for the YDN (it isn’t that rare to see an editorial page half filled by the YDA). Our members are involved
in the Yale College Student Investment Group, the Yale College Democrats, Yale College Council and the Yale College
Dramat. In addition, our membership is diverse, with members from across the world who continue to take part in activities with a wide range of campus cultural groups.
The YDA also attracts students of a wide variety of disciplines. Our members major in Women,
Gender, and Sexuality Studies, Economics, Mathematics, International Studies, Developmental Biology and Political Science. Of course preparation for
what comes after college is also a significant part of
college. With that in mind our members spend their
summers working on Senatorial campaigns, as State
Department analysts, as Fed analysts, and as hedge
fund traders among many other positions .

Yale Debate Alumni
The Yale Association for Debate Alumni (YADA), founded at the
YDA centennial in 2008, was created to
help debate alumni, old and new, stay
connected with one another and stay
updated on the team‘s current activities.
If you‘re interested in joining or would
simply like more information, visit
yaledebate.org/alumni or email
sesenu.woldemariam@yale.edu. Additionally, if you have any news you would
like published in next year’s newsletter
let us know at the same address.

The Class of 2014/5
Allison Douglis has begun studying
law at Yale Law School.
Diana Li is working as an Associate at
the Boston Consulting Group (BCG)

300+

Nathaniel Rubin has begun studying
law at Stanford Law School.

Members of
YADA

Nick Cugini is working as a marketing
data analyst at CREDO Mobile.
Joanna Zheng is working as an
anaylist at UBS in New York city.
Eric Brooks is working as an analyst
with Bracebridge, a hedge fund in Boston.
Zach Bakal is an equity analyst at
Credit Suisse in New York, NY.

5

Different
Professions of
the Class of ‘15

Summer Alumni Get-Togethers
The Yale Association for Debate Alumni (YADA) holds get-togethers every
summer to offer alumni the opportunity to see old friends, meet new members, and
generally have an enjoyable time with fellow former and current members of the YDA.
In the summer of 2012, get-togethers were held in both New York and Washington
D.C., with more than 40 in attendance between the two events.
The events were held at bars in the New York and Washington D.C. areas, with
people trickling in and out throughout the night. Guests spanned the range of more
than 33 years of Yale Debate history, and a number of current members in each area
for the summer also attended the events. After such a successful series of events, we
plan to hold events again this upcoming summer, and look forward to seeing everyone
there!
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Summer Alumni
Get-Togethers

The YDA offers its sincere gratitude to
those who have supported the team

107
Years of the
YDA

John Chester Adams: $1000-$1999
Miles Gersh
Deborah Rhode
David Trinh
Stephanie Vardavas

Triangulars Level: $500-$999
Adam Jed
Peter Rohrbach
Daniel Yergin

Championship Level: $250-$499
Raymond Agran
Marvin Chatinover
Adam Chilton
Jay Cox
Orin Kramer
Jeffrey Kulkarni
Sarah Marberg
Krista McGruder
Frederick Meyer
Stephen Neuwirth
Steve Umin

7

APDA National
Championships

General Donor Level

6

APDA Team of
the Year Awards

Jeff Bandman
Paul R. Bardack
Anthony Brett
Michael Calhoon
Perry Dane
Eric Fishman
Austen Furse III
Rodger Gabrielson
Tamar Gendler
Edwin Gonzondsky
Charles Jefferson
William Kilborne
Charles A. Krause
Meir Kryger
Aaron Lemon-Strauss
Don Leufen
Martin Levin

Victoria Lord
Kent and Valerie May
Peter Oddleifson
John and Caroline Rohrbach
Richard Ruback
Richard Seeborg
Peter H. Seed
Joe Smith
Stephen Susman
Andrew Towne
Steve Umin
Jerry Vildostegui
Brian Weinstein
Stephen Wilson
Aaron Zelinsky
Samuel Zurier

